
 

 

 

 

FOX PCH-3150



Description 

 
1.Back panel 
2.Control panel 
3.Temperature control 
4.Power switch 
5.Front panel 
6.Castors  
 

Important safeguards 

 
 The product is for household use only 
 The item should be used only as intended 
 Check item carefully before use. Do not switch on heater with defects or damaged cord. 
 Placing of the item in water is forbidden. 
 Plug in the item only to AC source. 
 The appliance should be connected to the same voltage as pointed on the rating label and 

package 
 The heater could be plugged in only grounded socket. 
 Do not use non-standard power supply. 
 Before plug in the heater, make sure that it is switched off. 
 Do not use item outdoors. 
 Protect the product from impacts of the sharp corners, high humidity. 
 Do not touch heater with wet hands. 
 If there is water on the surface of the heater, plug it out immediately. 
 If the heater falls in water, plug it out immediately. It is forbidden to put hands in the water. 
 Before next use the item should be checked by specialist. 
 Always plug the item out after use, before cleaning or if you find the defects. 
 The heater can’t be carried by the cord. 
 When you switch off the heater keep your hand on the plug and pull it, do not pull the cord. 
 Do not wrap the cord around the appliance after the use. 
 Flatten smoothly the cord when you do not use the heater. 
 The cord could be changed only in service center. 
 Only original spare parts could be used for repair. 
 This appliance is not intended for use by persons(including children) with reduced 

physical,sensory or metal capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have 
been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

Safety instructions 

 
 The appliance should be connected to the same voltage as pointed on the rating label and 



package. 
 Do not plug the item in before its not wall mounted or set on castors. 
 Do not cover the item when it is operating. 
 Avoid placing foreign objects in air vents. 
 It is forbidden to pull and twist the cord. 
 

Before use 

 
 Take the heater out of the box 
 Remove the packing material  
 Check the installation parts 
 

Installation  

 
 The panel convector heaters should be wall-mounted. Some items can be also set on castors 
 Mount castors on the baseboard in accordance with scheme G1. For wall mounting study 

scheme G2. 
 Drill holes in the wall. The diameter of holes should be about 8mm. 
 Fix the bracket with screws. 
 There should be at least 200mm between the bottom edge of the item and the floor. The 

distance to any other objects should be at least 200mm from the side and 500mm in front. 
 Pay attention to the position of the convector with regard to other objects. 
 It is forbidden to place item under the socket. 
 The convector has got IPX4 degree of protection 
 If you place item in bathroom, avoid ingress of water on the surface. 
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Use of the item 

 
 Place the heater on flat stable surface 
 Switch thermostat knob in off position  
 Plug the heater in 
 By turning the handle of thermostat clockwise or counter clockwise set the required 

temperature. For fast heating of the room set the thermostat handle at maximum level. As 
soon as required temperature will be reached, turn thermostat handle counter clockwise 
until you hear click. The heating elements will switch off. Indicator light will be also off. 

 Convector will automatically switch on when temperatures decreases and it will 
automatically switch off when temperature increases. The comfortable ambient 
temperature is maintained. 

 If the appliance is not used for a long time--switch it off with power switch and plug the item 
out 

 Attention! Do not cover the product! Convector should not be place under shower or in 
swimming pool 

 

Cleaning  

 Before cleaning the item wait when it cools down and plug out 
 Do not use abrasives and solvents. Wipe the product with soft wet cloth 
 It is necessary to remove dust from the surface regularly 
 Washing the item and placing it in water is forbidden! 
 If you are going not to use heater for long time, wipe it surface and put the item in color 

box. 
 It should be placed in dry ventilated room. Avoid high humidity and mechanical impact on 

the item 
 
Details  PN1500    
Voltage  220-240V AC    
Frequency  50/60Hz    
Power  750/1500W    
Attention: never leave heater unattended! 
The importer retains his right to make changes in appearance and completeness of the item 
without preliminary notification to the customer. 
The item is for household use only. 
Attention! The manufacturer does not assume any liability for any damage caused directly or 
indirectly by not following this instruction manual, general safety rules, or interference in the 
construction of the product 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


